Half-a-dozen well-known radio sources show conspicuously circular radio intensity features, although often only as lobe boundaries. Only/two examples show large multiple circular features that are interior to the lobes, not just phenomena of the boundaries. A few of these rings are the largest material circles known anywhere; they are hardly to be ignored! each diameter is simply proportional to the distance of that ring's centre from one single point in the sky. That welldefined origin is at the place where the bright, narrow western radio jet is first seen to lose confinement as it exits the galaxy.
The entire set of these rings has been mocJelled kinematically some time back by a very simple scheme (Mason, Morrison & Sadun 1988) . They are discussed again in a new context in Section 3 below. The powerful double-lobed radio galaxy Her A ( = 3C 348) displays along the axis of its extended western lobe a uniquely systematic procession of five such rings (see Fig. la, opposite p. 266) . These are well-separated rings, and quite circular (although not all of them are complete). The larger ones are comparable in size to the local lobe width. Each ring shows a marked excess of radio intensity, and an ordered polarization, alike for all rings, within its narrow circular annulus. The surrounding area gives off some emission as well (Dreher & Feigelson 1984) . The diameter of each ring is larger the farther out it lies along the lobe axis; ©1996 
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The only other source besides Her A with such multiple radio rings, which were first reported as 'bubbles', is the smaller, nearer and less powerful double-lobed radio galaxy 3C310 (van Breugel & Fomalont 1984) . Radio rings are found in both lobes of 3C 310; they cross and overlap in such an unsystematic way that they do not seem even to resemble the regular ring procession found in the western lobe of Her A.
We have re-examined the rings in both of these radio galaxies. We now propose that in both sources they origin-ated in an unusual but similar fashion. The process invokes both older and relatively recent activity of the active galactic nucleus (AGN). The AGN generates the current radio emission after plasma interaction with a much older, larger and milder thermal gas outflow from the core region -a large-scale outflow of the kind usually described as a (partial) galactic wind. We will present evidence for the similarity of the two examples, and outline a physical model for the ring 
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formation process that describes the phenomenon reasonably well without ascribing unusual properties to the two AGNs.
The incidence of such radio rings among well-known double sources is not far below 1 per cent, although the known sample is certainly too small to allow any strong inference. Both of these radio ring sources show doubled optical nuclei, not usual although again not that rare among radio Figure 2 . (a) Diagrammatic simplification of the bright radio rings and core of Her A as seen in the sky. The thin irregular line marks a faint continuous outer contour of the lobe intensity to show its rough overall extent. Panel (c) contains a similar faint contour plotted for the lobes of 3C 310. The inner portion of the Her A lobe, from the small spot where the jet widens abruptly outward to the farthest portion of the first bright ring, is discussed in Section 5 as Feature A. Compare this drawing with the actual radio intensity map, Fig. 1(a) . (b) The same diagrammatic simplification of the Her A radio rings as in (a), but shown here as though the source were viewed looking endwise from a distance into the western lobe. The sightline was chosen to bring out the family resemblance to the overlapping rings of 3C 310 (Figs 1a and b) . (c) Diagrammatic simplification of the bright radio rings and core of the source 3C 310, shown as observed in the sky. Constructed from van Breugel & Fomalont (1984) .
is: 
Q.. galaxies. Could this situation hint at some physical connection between orbiting galactic nuclei and the distant radio rings?
THE ORIENTATION OF OUR LINE OF SIGHT
In the weaker source 3C 310 one can make out four (perhaps five) rings in the two lobes. Here the rings show reduced contrast and big azimuthal variations in brightness around the ring. Sometimes less than half of the circle stands out in intensity contrast. The entire array is unsystematic, however, and the rings even overlap considerably. That circumstance led us earlier (Mason et al. 1988 ) to dismiss (much too hastily, we now realize) any analogy between the neat ring sequence of Her A and the entangled rings of 3C 310. We therefore proposed an unusual dynamical model for the Her A lobe that demanded a very high-power filamentary jet in that one source. It now seems to us that the two sources with ringed lobes are very much alike in form and probably in origin, despite the fact that they differ by about two orders of magnitude in total particle energy. We had overlooked an embarrassingly familiar source of confusion: the orientation of the line of sight with respect to the axis of the source.
In Her A the entire radio object appears to be extended as if viewed near the plane of the sky. (Even an inclination up to 45° would make no qualitative difference, quite unlike the critical beam alignment to within 0.1 rad or less from the line of sight that is ascribed, for example, to blazars.) Here it is only a matter of correcting for modest foreshortening by the cosine factor.
Figs l(a) and (b) (opposite p. 266) reproduce observed grey-scale radio intensity images of both sources, mainly to show overall form.
The three parts of Fig. 2 intend to connect the two radio ring systems, Her A and 3C 310. Figs 2(a) and (c) report, diagrammatically rather than in literal detail, what is observed at the VLA for the two sources. Both sources are slightly bent, so that in neither source are the two lobes strictly co-axial. We ignore the minor bending in Her A. In Fig. 2 (b) Her A is rediagrammed as if we were seeing it from a distance looking endwise down the axis of the western lobe. (The particular viewing angle was chosen to minimize the ring offsets implied by the small bending of the lobe, and is of course not critical.) The resulting pattern of entangled rings reminds us so much of the general appearance of 3C 310 (see Fig. 1b ) as it is seen in the sky that we take that resemblance as fully physical.
We have compiled our idealized diagrams (Figs 2 and 3) from all maps available. Comparison on Fig. 1 with Fig. 2 will clarify our idealization of the radio rings; the azimuthal uniformity of the diagrammed rings is of course only an abstraction. In Section 5 we will extend the story to a more physical model.
We treat the observed pattern of 3C 310 by projecting the form actually seen to fit the same kind of model used for Her A, although we have much less evidence to support it. The jumbled rings then lie in a neat progression, in accordance with the simple kinematics now applied to both lobes of 3C 310, each one with its own slope parameter. (If many lines of sight were available to us, we could perform genuine tomography with a Radon transform, and fully test our case.
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There is no model-independent way to restore the internal distances lost to us by projection on to the plane of the sky.) With only one extragalactic sightline we claim no more than consistency for our simple model. The fact that in Her A it is not at the core where the spheres originate, but at the end of the narrow radio bridge where the jet loses confinement, is a further simplification, for we cannot see a clear radio jet in 3C 310, and thus we start at the core. This offset is minor.
We remind the reader that we have not reproduced in Fig.  2 the observed radio images themselves, but in~tead have
.s:::. fitted the simple circular rings of our idealized model. In the case of Her A the advantageous line of sight has made the job easy, but among the weaker, jumbled rings of 3C 310 not even every ring is evident. We have constructed for 3C 310 the clearest rings suggested by looking at three maps: the intensity contour map, the grey-scale intensity radiograms and the grey-scale polarized intensity map. The latter two are both reproduced as Fig. l{b) . Taken together, they make a strong case for at least the four rings shown here in the two lobes of 3C 310; there might be one more ring.
In Fig. 3{a ) we show the ring size and position data for Her A fitted to our kinematic model: a uniform outward drift along the jet axis accompanied by a uniform expansion of ring diameter. The linear fit is good to 5 or 10 per cent, using a drift speed M times the expansion speed: M = 6. (If we allowed for some foreshortening, since the source is not likely to lie right in the plane of the sky, the actual drift speed would be a little higher, up to say 8 times the ring expansion rate.) Fig. 3{b ) shows how well the less apparent rings of 3C 310 fit our kinematic model. For the single western lobe of Her A we found a good fit for six points (the errors in distance are under 10 per cent). For 3C 310, however, we have only three points for each lobe: the two ring centres and the core position (recall that no well-defined position of jet breakup is present in 3C 310, since the jet is not observed). We therefore have a minimally determined linear plot. Once again the fit is consistent, but quite model-driven. The two 3C 310 lobes as fitted have somewhat differing drift speeds and do lie a little off one single axial line, as the overall form of 3C 310 indicates. The simplified model leads to an acceptable if rather rough fit.
For both objects the observed aspect ratio of the outermost contours of the radio lobes changes, of course, with viewing angle. The projection to the sky plane that we use for the simple kinematic fit to 3C 310 implies a somewhat larger jet speed after correction. We are satisfied that it does not demand any unusual overall shape of the source, neither too stubby nor too elongated.
3 RING ORIGIN 3.1 A two-stage origin for the rings Since all rings in these two sources are circular in outline, we conclude that they are not circles in the sky, but rather projections on to the sky plane of surface-radiating thin spherical shells. Each shell of kiloparsec thickness is radiating at radio frequencies, an optically thin gas layer. What fills the hollow sphere is the original thermal gas, and very little plasma. The closely circular rings are surface-brightened, thin-walled, large spherical shells, their outline broadly independent of viewing angle.
This geometry leads easily to a conclusion about the axial drift of the ring centres. The constant ratio between observed axial and radial displacements is modelled very simply. Both motions take place at constant speed, with the observed axial drift speed being much higher than the speed of shell expansion. (That alone excludes the possibility that the spheres expand at near light speed.) Such spherical symmetry requires fixed expansion speed, a motion that responds little to the ambient magnetic field pattern or to the matter-density gradients, both certainly present. It is this kinematic simplicity that speaks against all earlier models (see Section 5).
A two-stage dynamical model fits both radio sources much more naturally than the extreme proton-proton collisional explosions that we tailored to our early dense-jet model of Her A (Mason et al. 1988) .
The two stages are far apart in time. First came a simple wind drift; puffs formed and placed sphere after sphere along the axis of drift. Each sphere is a spherical acoustic wavefront, growing in diameter at about the speed of sound as the sphere drifts downwind in the smooth supersonic flow of the acoustic medium. Much later a far younger, much faster flow of relativistic plasma quickly floods and powers radio emission from low-pressure regions of the moving shells. The shells, seen only in radio emission, show a plausible modest intensity contrast and a physically natural polarization direction.
In more detail, the two stages are as follows.
( 1) The shells the sections of which we now see as radio rings are in fact spherical weak shocks, relaxed to expanding sonic shells with finite contrast in gas pressure and density, all within an unseen but large-scale galactic wind. The initial shock expansion drops quickly to a constant sound speed, so the shells expand isotropically as soon as they become large compared with the initial puff. Each wave was excited by the expansion of a small irregular gas volume at modest excess pressure. These pressure puffs arrived one after another in the outflow, to reach a common initial position right at the boundary where the galaxy ends and the external wind begins. From that point outwards, the propagating medium is the galactic wind itself; each sphere grows as it drifts downwind along the main AGN jet axis. The drifting medium itself is a very old, low-density thermal galactic wind (or partial wind, not an isotropic flow) of dilute ionized gas. It can probably be seen only in X-rays, and extends far beyond the stars of the host galaxy. Such extended dilute thermal structures generate no appreciable radio power or visible light. They are orders of magnitude older than the current radioemitting plasma.
(2) A second step is needed. Relativistic electrons copiously power the rings that we now observe in synchrotron radio emission. In both galaxies the radio lobes are energized as a whole by the kinetic power of highly supersonic jets from each AGN core. A small portion of all the radioemitting plasma that moves outward to form the lobes serves to 'decorate' the old acoustic shells with new non-thermal, radio-emitting material. The shells were already long in place, slowly drifting with the wind. Long ago, the acoustic spherical waves expanded in the large-scale thermal wind, before the current jet and its relativistic plasma were present.
The plasma now radiating everywhere in the radio lobes is plentiful enough to mark pre-existing shell walls with the observed radio emission. There is no need to invoke any unexpected isotropic expansion in the evident presence of large-scale directed magnetic fields, nor unexpected uniform motion of bubbles or of plasmoids, nor a mechanism by which the localized accelerating shock front now active along the jet might have produced a series of simply expanding spheres of radio emission in the familiar complex jet flow.
In summary, modest disturbances deep inside the windgenerating galaxy initiated expanding acoustic shells within the large-scale thermal wind. A long time afterwards, a new jet flow from the core rapidly filled the lobe region as a whole with radiating magnetized plasma, to fill to somewhat higher density the underpressured portion of the drifting and slowly expanding spherical sonic shells.
The observed redshift of Her A (z = 0.15) implies a linear scale of 3 h -I kpc arcsec-I in the source. [We take Ho = (75/ h) I km S-I, Qo=O.5.] The western lobe is then at least 200kpc long, and with the uncertain conventional estimates for the bulk speeds of AGN jets (Leahy 1991) we expect a jet lifetime of some 5 or 10 million years. Similar estimates can be made for the kinetic power of AGN jets by requiring that the total lobe relativistic energy be delivered during the lifetime of the electrons against radiative losses, as estimated from synchrotron emission in equipartition magnetic fields. The crude estimates on such simple, mainly energetic grounds give comparable lifetimes, 1 or 2 x 10 7 yr.
A supersonic thermal wind that flowed outward during one or a few billion years can reach the most distant ring observed, even with the rather low wind velocities expected. Those wind speeds need not be much above the velocity of escape at the radial distance where the external wind exits the stellar outskirts of the galaxy. In Her A the jet is seen to have lost confinement at what is probably the galaxy edge, out from the core at a radius of some 100 kpc; we are probably too late to see the active jet in 3C 310. The slowmoving wind flow is a hundred times older than either the present relativistic jet in Her A or the oldest residual electrons now emitting radio power in 3C 310.
Formation of the shells
The kinematic picture of a line of drifting shells arises naturally from a surprisingly simple idealized dynamical model.
Suppose that a small sphere of excess pressure is present initially in the medium of the wind, near where the jet now exits the galaxy. If the sphere has a radius a and overdensity bpo at time t= 0, a textbook solution for potential flow (see Landau & Lifshitz 1959) shows that the sphere expands at the speed of sound s. That growing sphere of mean radius r = st will generate a shell, its boundary of constant thickness 2a. Within the shell a sawtooth linear density variation will be present, with maximum density bp at the leading edge and minimum density inside. The limit on the overdensity is If the medium drifts as a whole axially outward at steady supersonic speed Ms, we expect to see a set of such thinwalled large shells, the radius r increasing uniformly downwind, one sphere from each initial density puff. Each shell centre is at a distance 2Mr from the initial point, just as is observed, with M given in Section 2 for the two radio sources.
Two major differences part this simple model from reality. First of all, the wind is entirely unlikely to be of uniform density. Provided that the density gradients are not large over distances of the order of 2a, this should not modify the broad appearance of the shells, as long as the speed of sound s remains constant within the error of roughly 10 per cent that we estimate for the measured geometry. This implies a near-
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The origin of rings in radio lobes 269 constant temperature in the underlying acoustic medium. Density and pressure decline together with axial distance, as in an adiabatic flow of the wind.
Secondly, the initial disturbances that enter the lobe are not likely to be spherical, nor similar in radius, nor of uniform excess pressure. Again, all that the initial diameter of the pressure puff affects is the wall thickness 2a of the spherical front generated, not of much significance except near the initial point, where indeed some structure does appear within the smallest shells. Nor does the amount of excess pressure make much difference to the final form. The wall thickness simply reflects the rough scale of the initial puff diameters, and the pressure excess depends on the magnitude of the resultant pressure disturbance far downstream.
The form of an acoustic spherical shell that expands two orders of magnitude in diameter is equally unaffected by the initial shape of the small-sized disturbance that radiated the sonic wave: Huygens' construction ensures that, as time passes, a spherical wavefront is approached for any plausible shape of the initial pressure puff, rather as small pebbles of any shape make circular ripples on the lake. The youngest and smallest rings in fact do show some departure from the well-formed circles that appear at larger axial distance, discussed below in Section 5.
The same remarks apply to the axial sound speed: the initial volumes will all expand at a variety of speeds, each one arising as a weak shock that yields a finite disturbance in density and pressure. Once the shell diameter has grown past the 10-kpc scale, however, the expansion wave speed will approach more and more closely its minimal constant acoustic value.
THE MEDIUM OF PROPAGATION
A large body of literature has arisen in numerical hydrodynamic modelling of the distant winds of radio galaxies, and even of quasars. The energy sources that drive such thermal winds are quite varied. Two distinct models may both be relevant here: those that depend on mass loss in protracted stellar evolution (Padovani & Matteucci 1993) and those in which the AGN blast momentum mainly drives the slow, massive thermal wind (Smith, Kennel & Coroniti 1993a,b) . These models do not extend to the large distances that we find decorated in these unusual ringed lobes. We are content to take the wind speed Ms to be close to the local escape speed, and observe here only that the simplest wind model leads to a familiar result for the wind structure, once we accept the hints from the data that no important amount of momentum or of energy enters the wind in this dilute and distant region. In these cases the lobe environment is determined mostly by the stellar population and history of the host galaxy and perhaps its prior nuclear activity, and little upon the external, truly extragalactic medium (cf. the results of Daly 1995) .
The continuity equation gives pv r2 = constant for the simplest wind flow, and the absence of external forces and energy leads to the simple flow of momentum, so that the Euler equation of motion gives dv dp Here we have set v = Ms, with M taken to be 5 or more as given, to recover the observed near-constancy of v( r} with r.
In the case at hand we have empirical evidence that neither gravitational forces (dark matter included) nor any others appreciably modify the near-constant drift speed. Again the simplest of models fits well. Smith et al. (1993a,b) remind us that AGN flows with dominantly kinetic energy content are hard to observe, save via the clouds that they excite in any clumpy medium through which they pass. It is in that context that most AGN wind models have been built. In our model the wind flow is made visible by the products of much more recent AGN kinetic power. The great age of the wind -if it were much younger it would require much more energy -excludes an origin in the present stage of the nuclear activity. The wind was probably powered by the thermal energy of stars and their winds, or even by supernovae, possibly correlated in space and in time as in old starbursts. These AGNs are not likely to pour out enough mass to provide the extensive winds.
THE RADIO RINGS IN MORE DETAIL
The simplest model of the rings
The rings are observed by the radio radiation of the lobe plasma that is carried into the relatively stationary shell walls during recent relativistic flow. We have not modelled the filling-in process dynamically. We argue simply that the emitting magnetized plasma will in general flow in such a way as to tend after some time to equalize the overall gas pressure. That implies a denser plasma decorating the region of low gas pressure that is within the acoustic shell calculated in Section 4. The radio emission seen in the rings is in modest excess over the nearby lobe intensity, perhaps by a factor of 2 or so. The ring flux is larger the larger the shell diameter, simply because we look into greater optical depth, but the density excess falls with diameter by the same factor. The intensity differences among the shells are small, rather irregular and not easy to assess quantitatively; some azimuthal variation seems natural enough as the process evolves under only a local tendency for pressure equalization.
The radio polarization seen (up to 60 or 70 per cent linear polarization) is also understandable. The electric vector is in both sources found to lie predominantly along the circular arcs. Then the electrons in synchrotron emission must be circulating around magnetic field lines that are more or less radial. For such field directions, the originating plasma currents must be circumferential. This configuration is to be expected for these thin-walled, sheet-like shells, where radial components of current flow are likely to be small. (Faraday rotation in this dilute material is unimportant, as again to be expected.)
Our elementary picture of plasma infill requires that the energy density of the wind medium be rather larger than that of the lobe plasma, so that the' spherical wavefront is not much modified in form by the entry of the plasma to equalize ambient pressure in the lobe. This is certainly implied by the isotropy of the shell form, showing that radio plasma flow has not much distorted the shell in the wind. It is likely that the wind speed close to the jet entry location is about 600-1000 km s -1, somewhat in excess of the escape speed, although with less than double the escape energy. The sound speed is then near 100-200 km s-I, and the temperature nearby is in the 1-2 keY range. The X-ray images show such radiation, but their resolution is not currently good enough to disclose small low-intensity features within the X-ray gas.
The density of the wind material (neglecting the expected dark matter) should fall roughly as the inverse square of the axial distance r. Estimates of number density at such a galaxy edge run at about 10-3 cm-3 (see Gopal-Krishna & Wiita 1988) . This would place the energy density of the wind there at some 10 e V cm -3 and the lobe magnetic field at its maximum could be as much as 10 j.tG, a reasonable value. The energy of the pressure pulse that set each shell in motion at the entry of the jet into the wind works out near 10 56 erg, a tiny fraction of the total wind energy or of the lobe energy, satisfactorily small enough that simple linear kinematics is a useful approximation.
Our model wind flows for gigayears, and has a total mass of some 10 9 M 0 , giving a plausible maximum rate of mass flow. The energy stored, nearly all in bulk kinetic energy, is high, 10 6°e rg or more. X-ray studies of high resolution might detect such winds. We believe that the indirect case made for their presence by this form of flow visualization is good, and consistent with existing wind models. We do not, however, believe that our estimates of wind energy and mass are good enough to do more than suggest consistency; it is clear that the wind features would not show up here unless the plasma energy density were indeed of the appropriate magnitude.
Ring details extend the simplified model
The two steps of our model differ strongly in how they account for the details of the object. The kinematics of our simplest model gives a good initial account of the form, size, polarization and placement of the radio rings, but the details of the radio intensity distribution are more complicated. The rings themselves are not strictly uniform in radio intensity even within one ring. They vary from ring to ring, and other marked emission features lie entirely outside the rings. All of this shows that the second dynamical step, the flow of magnetized plasma into the pressure minima of the drifting thermal gas, is more complicated, yet we can go a -little beyond the simplest model without knowing the full details of the plasma filling process.
Let us discuss in particular the radio region of the ring lobe that lies nearest to the centre of the Her A source [call it Feature A (see Fig. 1a) ]. In our model Feature A is the most recently formed of all the Her A 'rings'. It has, however, an exceptional appearance: Feature A is no simple annulus of increased intensity, but rather an irregular, extended axial patch of radio emission. Only at its distal edge do we see a well-defined circular boundary like that of the farther rings. This is physically consistent with our model: this region has been so newly reached by the radio plasma that plasma infill is still in progress. The excess emission extends for a time considerably longer than the time-scale of what eventually becomes the longest-lived pattern, the minimumpressure spherical shell of the local acoustic wave. The form and position of the radio emission are governed by the much older, slower and simpler processes outlined in preceding sections. Only the intensity is fixed by the complexities of the recent plasma flow.
Certainly none of the rings is ideally annular; they all show some weak emission that partly fills in the central region, as well as some emission that extends beyond the rings, to define the extended lobe itself. The radio 'background' within the near-circular rings steadily declines as we view the rings in sequence outward, again as we expect from the twostep time course described. Feature A is the innermost and hence the newest feature, and as expected the least ideal. Behind its circular forward edge of intensity there trails a somewhat elongated region of emission, as though the shell had once been surrounded by a much larger plasma cloud that faded out well behind the circular front edge. Presumably the plasma closer to the common point of ring origin, even though rather newly formed, has already become too faint to see in contrast against the strong new portion of the lobe.
Radio emission fades over time by expansion and by radiative losses, until only the annulus itself remains, the lowest-pressure acoustic shell that was the most densely filled. The axial extension of Feature A is only 2 or 3 times larger than the diameter that we see at its circular edge, and has under half the ratio of the full axial distance to the ring size that fits all the Her A rings (Fig. 3a) . Such a mismatch is only to be expected, for in our model the axial extension of the radio patch towards the origin has nothing to do with the ring sizes and positions that were set much earlier by processes in the wind, but was established only during the much more recent flow of radio plasma.
The edges of the entire rather tubular lobe region that encloses Feature A show a radio brightening that is not at all geometrically part of any discrete shell; perhaps what we see here is a transient radio edge-brightening of the outer surface of the plasma jet, wherever the strong boundary shear of the plasma flow induced small local shocks and hence radiating plasma.
The entire lobe (and with it the eastern lobe as well, which shows no clear rings at all) does undergo a marked increase in both width and intensity a little farther out than Feature A, although still inward of the second ring from the centre. This suggests that the AGN jet itself has been both weaker and narrower in the most recent past, and hence in its most inward portion. The radio plasma time-scale reflects both flow speed and radiative losses; it is in place for some 10 million years at most, during which the radio plasma has time to extend axially over the whole lobe length of hundreds of kiloparsecs.
The slow flow of the thermal galactic wind that in our model underlies the radio lobe takes place over several gigayears. The current radio plasma is both faster-moving and shorter-lived by two to three orders of magnitude. Only ©1996 RAS, MNRAS 278, 265-272
The origin o/rings in radio lobes 271 the unresolved X-ray detections offer any sign of an old wind source that may well extend over the entire lobe region, as we postulate from the simple kinematics observed for all the rings. The best test of our model may come from future resolved images in keY X-rays of the presumed large-scale thermal wind.
6 THE RESPECTIVE PLACES OF THESE TWO RADIO GALAXIES 3C 310 is of low enough radio luminosity to belong to the edge-darkened radio source glass Fanaroff-Riley (F-R) Type I (see the review by Burns, Norman & Clarke 1991). The northern lobe and its rings are much larger than is the southern lobe, and thus in our model are older. Transit time differences cannot be invoked for these jets, with vic much below unity. Both lobes look much as though a jet no longer detectable was disrupted as it crossed the galaxy border into the wind regime of the galaxy corona. This suggests the shock-front model of the source CenA given by Norman, Burns & Sulkanen (1988) , consistent with a supersonic galactic wind, with M near 5. The now-spent jet of 3C 310 must once have had a somewhat lower, although still supersonic, speed.
The stronger ring source, Her A, is well above the luminosity limit that divides F-R I from F-R II sources, yet clearly it is also edge-darkened, and there is no sign of a long jet stretching out to feed one or more terminal hotspots. Here only one lobe of the pair bears rings, although the other lobe shows signs of form and intensity disturbances that may well be related to the ring-originating pressure pulses. This strong source resembles in its development the much weaker 3C 310 more than it recalls the fully fledged hotspot sources like Cyg A, the classical F-R Type II.
The Her A jets look as though they were disrupted upon entry into the supersonic galactic wind. Thereafter nearly all radiating relativistic plasma moved outward. Little or no backflow, the interpretation resulting when an outer 'cocoon' is seen around a lobe boundary, is found even in high-resolution maps at metre wavelengths (Kassim et al. 1993) , compared with that present in CygA, a canonical hotspot F-R Type II. The higher wind speed M for Her A may allow disruption of powerful jets as they enter the galaxy wind by the same process believed to be present at lower wind speed inCenA.
We conclude that extensive galactic winds are able to condition lobe formation even at this higher end of the AGN jet power range. The environment of these two radio lobes is more a property of the host galaxies themselves than it is a property of the ambient region (cf. Daly 1995 J.
SPACE-TIME LOCALIZATION OF THE INITIAL PRESSURE PUFFS
This section concentrates on Her A, where we see the kinematics clearly. Probably the less well-viewed and less powerful 3C 310 is not so very different.
The pressure increments -call them puffs -that long ago initiated the pressure-wave sonic shells in the thermal wind were rather localized both in space and in time. In space they had dimensions of a few kilo parsecs, the thickness of the shell boundary pressure-wave train today. In time they were , . .
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brief compared with their subsequent duration as shells. We do not expect their axial motion to differ much from the supersonic wind drift. The radio plasma now seen was formed in the last few million years, but the time between puffs is certainly much larger; the whole train of shells takes a hundred times longer to travel outward.
The localized density and pressure enhancement that we call the puff was not simply carried in the galactic wind, for all these pressure increments took place at one location, and close to the current radio axis. This implies an interaction between jet and wind long ago, and an axis fixed in space for a very long time. It is reasonable to expect that the much larger, slower. wind flow is at least locally modulated by contributions from jet changes. Whatever the old jet was like, its radio emissions are long gone. The only effect of which evidence remains is a pressure puff, located in azimuth along the main jet axis and in radius out at the galaxy edge. In Section 5.1 we estimated the energy of the puffs. Their magnitude is compatible with the flow energies involved, small compared with the total wind energy or with the jet flow over the times implied. Of course, in that epoch the jet may have been intermittent.
Why the repeated puffs, so few, so widely spaced in time, and possibly even one-sided? True, there may have been. other puffs and shells now too diffuse to notice, even some in the other lobe where no rings stand out. None of these properties would be surprising among AGN jets as a whole, but here we offer a speculative proposal based on the two examples that we have.
In both these radio ring sources the optical galaxies are somewhat unusual. Both appear with double optical nuclei (3C 310: van Breugel & Fomalont 1984; Her A: Sadun & Hayes 1993; Hayes & Sadun 1995 ), a condition not perhaps rare among radio-loud AGNs, but not so very common either. (The visible division into two starry optical nuclei is now clear, but in neither case can we yet exclude the possibility that this is the result of dust obscuration, and not a true double nucleus.) Accepting that the visible division really does indicate the presence of two distinct orbiting galactic nuclei, we cannot resist the speCUlation that periodic tidal forces between the two nuclei somehow excite repeating pressure puffs, brief episodes of wind flow modulation, that give rise to the unusual rings on the time-scale of the orbital periods (or half-periods) of the double nuclei.
Is a large, modulated galactic wind behind the absence of terminal hotspots in so powerful a source as Her A? For now we offer no more than the question.
